
Paper / Subject Code: 31901 / Microprocessor
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)Explain {,ifferqa,addressing modes o f g 0g 6 rniiroprocessor.
.. i:. .. .,.,. :.

) Explain the operation of three 8259 pIC in cascaded mode.
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(3 Hours)
N.B. 1) Question No. 1 is compulsory

2) Attempt any three questions out of remaining. i-, '..,' 
,

3) Assume suitable data wherever necessary anJ state th.ur,,rtqarv..

a) Give the advantages of memory segmentation of g0g6 microproce.ssor
b) Differentiate procedure and macro with example.

c) Explain VM, RF, IOpL and NT flags of g03g6 rnieroprocessor.

d) Explain an instruction issue algorithm of pentium prooessor.

2 a) Explain minimum mode configuration of g0g6 rnicroprocessor

b)ExplaincacheorganizationofPenti.rrnr,,o,,,,o,:]

a) i) Write a short note on mixed language programming.
ii) Write a program to find the largest number fro* uI anay.

b) Draw and explain the block diagram of g255 programmable peripheral
conhol word formats. r' -----

a) Differentiate Real Mode, protected Mode and virtual g0g6 mode

b) Design 8086 based system for following specifications:
i) 8086 in m.inimun mOdg,:ryfthrefqck fr;qu.nr, 5M;;.

iii) 32 KB,RAM gsing 16KBt8 chips

D.iqw and ertplainrngmory read ar.rd memory write machine cycle timing diagrams in
paxirnur.r,i'm9Ae-O'f SOSfl ' i

Explain the following:
i) Types of intemrpts

ii).MOdes o,f 8253 Progl4.rnmable Interval timer
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Please check whether you have got the
N.B: 1. Question No.lis Compulsory.

2, Attemptany 3 questions out of rest.

3. Make suitable assumptions if any.

4. All questions carry equal marks.

a) Explain the following nelational Algebra oo;.*rr* with suitabl. "*;nrrr. l0
.,i

c) Union O,earJesian,Product ,'

b) construct an EER diagrarnand convert inio RelatrgnalModer for a library r0
Management System.

Specifu 2 comp]ex sQt queries on the above-one using Gioup by clause and the other
using Join operation with an example

a) Explain the following terms with an example:_

;.i.,.-0,N'aBflj'.tn : ri)set:Intery@on. iii)weak Entity. iv) Foreign key
'b) 'Exp1ain the ov*.il nrchiiecture'of DBMs in detail. .

,'a), Defr,re Deadlock, Explain'how,dtiadrock can be handred

b) Explain specialization and Generalization with suitable example t-
u sr lsvlr 
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right question paper.

a) Differentiate between file system and database system with
b) Explain Referential Integrity with suitable example
c) List the steps required to map ER , EER moder to relational
d) Explain the ACID properties of transactions

an example
'''t t.p-
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a) For the schema mentioned below

Employee( eid, ename, address, city) Works(eid, cid, salary)
.. :Company( cid, cname, city)

create an ER diagram for the same and Specify the SQL queries for each

of the statements given below

1) Modify database so that John now

John staying in Delhi.

Find Employees who live in same city as 
lhec-o.Tpauy,foryhieh qhE wgrk.

,. '' 
. :.1' '

rite short notes on any two ,:i:,.:' .'

a) Log based recovery,m.cnrrri.* ', '.

b) Triggers and transactfm'.ont of bornmarrai

c) Conflict and Viely Seriali2ability

d) Data Independcnce

' \.:
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lives in Mumbai, assuming the database intyhas-.'
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Question No.l is compulsory. \
Assume suitable data if necessary.
Attempt any three questions from remaining questionp.

Explaindesignissuesoflayers.ExplainISoosIrifer.e,ncemodeIwithdiagram.
Explain design issues of Data Link layer. Explain Sliding Window protoco[delective Repeat.

!

Explain with diagram the relationship between Protocol, lnterface and Service.
Explain Repeater, Hub, Bridge, Switch Gateway.
Describe TCP header with diagram.

Explain different framing methodS?iWhat are the advantage of variable Iength frame over fixed 10
layer frame.

Describe IPV4 header format with diagiam. i 10

Classifytransmissionmediaandcomparg:tfrerrr.'. ,,-,1 ,_,,, ,,. ,.1.,.. l0
Explain Distance y-ector;ipr,1i*plqfiocOl. What is count to infinj.tlr,pioblem How to overcome it? 10

Explain Channel allooation ptoblem, Explain CSMA/CD protocol. A network with CSMA/CD l0
has 10 Mbps bandwidth and,25.6 ms maximum propogation delay. What is the minimum frame
size? '

Explain CongeSlion control. Explain leaky bucket algorithm

Short note on (any 4)

a) IIDLC '

'-b) Network Address Translation (NAT)

., c) Berkeley Soekets

- ,re;' ICMP''''.'' 
.

' ,'O'.iDNs
g) SMTP '.

Paper / Subject Code: 31903 / Computer Networks

N.B: 1.

2.

3.

[Marks:80]
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[Time: Three Hours]

Please check whether You have got

1. Question No.l is comPulsory

2. Attempt any 3 questions from the remaining 5 questions'

3. Draw neat diagrams wherever necessary'

Differentiate
a) Juke box and DVD

b) RTF andTIFF

c) GraY and color image

d) PCM and DPCM

Why the communication service 3::lttl::::10,5 
good for multimedia

#ffi;*;;il; the role of .*Tl'*ttolT,tt-11:i:tstreamlng'I Explalu L'e rvrv vr r! I I ' "'-'arrt, 
perform huffmaln coding

fot ,fr""pfrtui. "Excellent- Achievem 
1 -^---.^-ti+ !.onrr rn rhe text. Alsc

Iil.ln irT::'-JH;1il#i;;;;';."iert it back to the text Arso

what are the characteristics of sound waves? Illustrate the 
-steplto 

digitize audio data'

what is the i"b "fi!]d;ffiiliciu.,t. 
header details for BMP file

format.

What i s S te gano graphv? Expl ain.an{ :lt #:*:d:*: :i ffn:ie'
Discuss the different stePs

compare with H.261'

tr*lr.'d in MPEG compression technique' Also

of an image? Discuss these parameters and

i) Wttu, parameters define tht qllll^-,
their effect on the storage requirement'.

what are the multimedia security requirements? Discuss'

Write short note on(AnY Two)

Digital Signature
Authoring SYstems

JPEG compressron
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.: (l) Question No.1 is comPulsory.

14 ett.*pt any three questions from the remaining five questions.

ififufut. suitaUte assumptions wherever necessarybut justify your assumptions'

(a) Solve the following Recurrences using Recursion-Tree Method'

i. T(n) :211n1"21 + n'
ii. T(n): T(r/3) + T(2nl3) + n \

(b) Explain the Line Segment Properties' ' . .,

i.j Srppo.. that a node x is inserted into a red-black tree with RB-Insert and then
' ' 

immediately deleted with RB-Delete. Is the resulting red-black tree the same as the

initial red-black tree? Justify your answer'
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(d) Discuss P, NP, NP-complete and NP-Hard problems'

(a) Evaluate the maximum flow for the following graph'

s

(b) What do you mean by Amortized analysis? Explain the Aggregate Analysis 10

method in detail.

(a) Illustrate the operations that caq be carried out on binomial heap with example'

iUirvn"r is the hiiing problem? Discuss the randomized algorithm for the same'

(a) What is Red-Black tree? Show Red-Black tree that results from successive

inseftion of keys 5, 10,15,25 ,20,30 and successive deletion of keys 30,

25,20,15,10 and 5.

(b) Explaln the Graham's scan algorithm for finding the convex hull'

(a) What is Randomized algorithm? Differentiate Las Vegas and Monte Carlo

' algorithm.
(b) Explain closest pair of points using divide and conquer'

(a) Explain with example Maximum Biparite matching'

(U; ftor. Travelling Salesman Problem as NP complete'
* t< d< * * * tt('r {< d< * * {' {< {<
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Paper / Subject Code: 31904 / Theory of Computer Science

Time: 3 Hours

.B.: (l) Question No.1 is eompulsory.
(2) Attempt any three questions from the remaining five questions.
(3) Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary but justify your assumptions.

(a) Differentiate DFA and NFA.
(b) Design a DFA to accept string of 0's and l's ending with the String 100.

(c) Explain the applications of Regular Expressions.
(d) What are Recursive and Recursively. Enumerable languages?

(a) Design NFA for recognizing the strings that end in"aa" over f :{a,b} & convert
above NFA to DFA.

Total Marks: 80

(b) Design moore m/c for following:- t
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10
If input ends in '101 ' then output should be A, if input ends in ' I l0' outpui should be
B, otherwise output should be C and convert it into mealy m/c.

(a) Obtain a regular expression for the FA shown below: l0

(b) Explain the types of Turing machine in detail.

(a) Design a turing machine that computes a function f(m,n):m*n i.e. addition of two
integers.
(b) State and explain pumping Lemma for Context Free Languages. Find out whether
the language L: {xn/zn I n 2l} is context free or not.

(a) Design PDA for the following language:

L(M) = {wcwR lw {a,b}*} where wR is reverse of w & c is a constant.
(b) convert the following Grammars to the chomsky normal form (cNF).

S---+0A0 I 1BllBB
A ---+C

B -*S
C ---+S

Write detailed note on (any'two): - 20
(a) Post Correspondence Problem
(b) Halting Problem.
(c) Rice's Theorem.
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